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Abstract 1. 

The Advanced Light Source (ALS) [l] is a third generation 
1-2 GeV synchrotron radiation source designed to provide arts 
for 60 beamlines. It uses a 50 MeV electron linac and 1.5 F eV, 
1 Hz, booster synchrotron for injection into a l-2 GcV storage 
ring. Interesting control problems arc created because of the 
need for dynamic closed beam orbit control to eliminate 
interaction between the ring tuning requirements and to 
minimize orbit shifts due to ground vibrations. The extremely 
signal sensitive nature of the expcrimcnts rcquircs special 
attention to the sources of electrical noise. These requirements 
have led to a control system design which emphasizes 
connectivity at the accelerator equipment end and a large I/O 
bandwidth for closed loop system response. Not overlooked are 
user friendlyness, o 

tp 
crater response time, modcling, and expert 

system provisions. ortable consoles are used for local operation 
of machine equipment. Our solution is a massively parallel 
system with > 120 Mbits/set I/O bandwidth and > 1500 Mips 
computing power. At the equipment level connections are made 
using over 600 powerful Intelligent Local Controllcrs(ILC-s) 
mounted in 3U size Eurocard slots using fiber-optic cables 
between rack locations. In the control room, personal computers 
control and display all machine variables at a 10 Hz rate 
including the siopk signals which are collected though the 
control svstem. Commerciallv available software and industry 
standard; are used extensiveli. Particular attention is paid tb 
reliability, maintainability and upgradeability. 

Minimize cabling between the device to be controlled and 
the controllers. By keeping most cabling within the 
eouinment racks we can alleviate the rats-nest of cabling 

Desien Goals 

General Reauirements 

The following design goals were imposed for acceptable machine 
operation: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

A 1OHz rate at the operator consoles for acceptable 
operator response times.- 

Time medictable access to devices and lhcir paramctcrs for 
smooth operation and guaranteed accclcrator hardware 
protection. This imphcs a non-collision dctcct type 
network for most of the system. 
Sufficient performance for auto-tuning and machine 

rotection. 
R emote “real-time” signals. We will inslall oscilloscnpcs 
and other instruments (digitizers, etc.) in the cquipmcnt 
racks, read them via a local controller and then send the 
data to the control room via a digital network. (21 This 
provides improved analog signal fidelity by removing 
ground loops, noise, etc. In addition a considerable 
amount of expensive analog cabling can be eliminated 
both around the machine and in the control room. This 
helps in providing an uncluttered look to the control room 
and the ooerator consoles. The abilitv to archive these 
digitized inalog signals allnws comparison and matching 
past with current machine operation. Furthermore 
diagnosis from home or office becomes a possibility. 
Design for peak performance. (This means performance is 
independent of what each operator display requests and 
what programs are running). 

Desirable Features 

After taking into account overall system and long term 
maintenance requirements we imposed the following dcsirablc 
fcalurcs: 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

foknb in most accelerators. In a number of cases (i.e. beam 
oosition monitors) 131 it is desirable to make the controllers 
hn integral part b; ihe equipment they controll (im 
small physical size is desirable). F 

lies 
Connection rom 

controller to devices and their intcrfacc should be via a 
single, mechanically and electrically reliable connector at 
the back of the board. Renlacine the controller should not 
rcquirc the removal of ciblcs. -This fcaturc will provide 
for a considerable improvement in reliability by removing 
one of the main mechanical failure modes associated with 
control systems. 
Should be able to work in an electrically noisy, physically 
demanding cnvironmcnt (implies no cxtcrnal digital busts, 
complctcly shielded, no forced cooling). 
Hardware maintenance should not rcquirc a staff with 
sophisticated computer/digital logic experience. By 
requiring each controller to be bus indcpcndent from its 
neighbor a replace and swap approach can be used. Live 
insertion and extraction of controllers might be a desirable 
feature. 
Local control and testing via a portable console of modest 
size and weight. 
Large overall CPU and I/O bandwidth to minimize 
concerns over real-time issues. This would allow for 
programming without time being a consideration. 
Arbitrary physical placement of controllers (topographic 
freedom) for optimum performance and functionality 
tuning. To make this economically viable requires a low 
cost controller as well as inexpensive support sewices such 
as chassis and power supplies. 
Trade hardware cost for software wherever possible. Since 
hardware cost per function continues IO dcclinc as chip 
integration progresses but software costs continue to rise 
with- manpc;wc; expenses, it is dcsirablc to overkill in 
hardware functionalitv if software can be simnlificd. 
For minimizing obsofesccncc, cpu pcrfnrmance should be 
cnmmcnsuratc with the bandwidth of the cnntrollcd device. 
For cxamplc, if a power supply is capable of lOH7. 
npcration and the contrnllcr is at Icast as responsive, then 
WC need not upgrade the cnntrnllcr until Ihe power supply 
ilsclf is upgraded. 
User friendly and familiar interface (graphics, languages, 
s read-sheet, etc.). 
s se of off the shelf software wherever possible. 

Common Control Svsrem Characteristics 

We also wanted to recognize some common characteristics of 
accelerator control systems: 

1: 
They are well suited to parallel processing. 
They arc mostly asymmclrical in their data flow. The vast 
majority of data flows from devices to the operator rather 
than in the other direction. 

3. They are highly distributed in functionality, but centrally 
connected. (I.e. like a human nervous system). 

System Architecture 

The system architecture (Fig. 1) is a refinement of a previous, all 
microprocessor based, system used on the SuperHilac Third 
Injcclor control system. [4],[5]?[6] The primary change is the 
introduction, at the lowest level of the system. of the ILC, a 
custnm dcsigncd controller. (Fig. 2) The ILC is the functional 
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equivalent of a Multibus I chassis in the old system, cxccpt it 
controls fewer devices, has more processin power, and has a 
serial connection that runs at a bit rate 0 tlmcs faster. In B 
addition, due to the ILC’s considerably smaller size it is possible 
to place it in modest size equipment, and far closer to the devices 
it controls tw ;ro$d&F” asonable for a bus based systems such 
as Multibus The next level in the architecture is 
represented by the Collector Micro Module (CMM), which 
resides in the control room. The CMM collects data from all the 
ILC-s and so contains the total accelerator database. This data is 
accessed by the third level consisting of the Display Micro 
Module (DMM) and the operator stations. This level is the 
operator and beam dcvelopmcnt groups intcrfacc to the control 
system. The DMM can also act as an intclligcnt database scrvcr 
for the accelerator since it has fast parallel access into the CMM. 
The highest level is the general network where file servers and 
development workstations reside. This level is also the gateway 
for experimenter access to the database. 
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Figure 1. Control System Architecture 

The Intelligent Local Controller (ILC) 

The ILC controls the accelerator hardware via an Intel WC186 
CPU (running at 12.5 MHZ, for approx. 2 Mip performance) 
with an Intel 8OC187 high performance math co-processor 
(approx. 0.2 Mflop). These two processors perform all of the 
algorithms required for closed loops, interlock checking, data 
averaging and sorting, etc. In addition they offload much of the 
work from the hi lhcr levels of the system (i.c. real to ASCII 
conversion, DAC P ADC units to en ineering values conversion, 

I! etc.). The processors interface to a 4 Kbyte dual ported, battery 
backed CMOS static memory; 8 Kbytcs of which contains a 
hardware protcctcd monitor for loading of code, debugging etc., 
8 Kbytes for the database, and the rest for user code, data, stack 
etc. The 54 Kbytc memory is also shared with an Intel WC152 
intclligcnt serial controller chip that scrviccs the 2 
serial link. This serial link connects the ILC-s and the rest 
control system. Because the 8OClS2 has a built in CPU (an Intel 
8051 core), it need not disturb the main processor for the vast 
majority of communications requirements, but can indcpcndcntly 
access the database in memory, correct for errors, allow for 
rcmotc reset, provide watchdog protection, etc. Up to six lI,C-s 
can share a 19 inch rack mount chassis, but the backplane 
connectin them carries only a few lines such as power, the serial 
link, etc. P Fig.3). This means the ILC-s are mostly indcpcndcnt 
from each other, allowing easy removal and rcplaccmcnt upon 

failure. Live insertion is a possibility, and since no digital bus 
connection exists bchveen ILC-s bus latchup cannot occur. 
Therefore if an ILC (connected to a non-critical accelerator 
dcvicc) fails it can be replaced without shutting down the rest of 
the ILC-s in the same chassis and their associated devices (which 
may bc conncctcd to more critical parts of the machine). Fault 
isolation is also straight forward since an ILC generally only 
controls a single device. 

Figure 2. The Intclligcnt Local Controller 

Programming for the ILC can bc done in C or PLM on an IBM 
PC. This code and the database (which has all the necessary 
information for the ILC to run in a stand alone fashion) can be 
remote1 dow : 
via a D&ASE” 

>adcd into the ILC-s. The database is generated 
program running on an IBM PC. Programs in 

the ILC can be remotely debugged over the serial link via a 
source code driven debugger, or locally via an In Circuit 
Emulator (ICE) hardware/software debugger. A unique feature 
of the 8OC186 allows ICE to function without having to remove 
the processor, thereby roviding a very powerful tool for real 
time debugging. (Fig. s ) ICE provides for not only a 4000 
instruction deep history of previously exccutcd cycles (so we can 
tell what real time event led up to the error), but also‘has a 
general set of hardware/software oriented breakpoint criteri 

I Vf 

a. 

T’r 

Figure 3. Chassis with ILC-s, power supply and optical interface. 

Each 1I.C has four 16 bit DAC channels, four 13 bit ADC 
channels, and 24 hi1.J incs for connection to the accclcrator 
hardware. An SBX connector is provided so we can take 
advantage of the more than 250 commercially available modules 
based on this intcrfacc. Thcsc modules can bc used for 
connection IO accelerator devices that rcquirc additional I/O 
(i.e. IEEE-488 connection, additional DAC, ADC channels etc.). 
All of the I/O interfacing is done via a sin Ic 96 pin Eurrcard 
connection at the back of the board. + he common lines, 
including two interrupt input lines (for computer timing 
synchroiiizatioii), power, and the serial intcrfacc tnkc up rhc 
bottom I8 pins of the 90 available. They arc conncctcd to the 
backplane shared by the ILC-s within a rackmount chassis (Fig. 
3). The remaining pins arc for the process I/O interfacing and 
hnvc no connection to the neighboring lI>C-s. Twenty-four pins 
arc for DAC and ADC connections, 27 arc for parallel or bit 
J/O, the rest are 1cf1 open for I/O necdcd by the occasionally 
rcquircd SBX module. The serial link is also brought out to the 
front panel for local testing of individual ILC-s. 

The ILC is a six Inycr, 3U high, 22Omm deep Eurocard format 
board with the major components surface mounted for 
mnnufactur:ibility. The current power draw is approximately five 
watts, due in large art to the extensive use of CMOS devices 
including a large R II,INX Programmable Logic Array that 
provides almost all of the “glut” logic required. Due to the low 
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Dower reauirements of the ILC, it can be placed in a shielded. 
1 

metal can: (for EMI/RFI protection), and-needs no forced air 
cooling (Fig. 4). These features make it possible for the ILC to 

“1 ” 

operate rn elecirically noisy and physical1 -dirt environments. In 
addition the low wattage requirement o 7 f the LC means smaller 
power supplies can be used, and the low heat dissipation implies 
mcreascd reliability of the entire system. There will be in excess 
of 600 ILC-s, (approximate cost $SOO-$600 each) for a 
CPU bandwidth exceeding 1000 Mip-s and 100 MFLOP. # 

lobal 
uturc 

improvements to the ILC will increase CPU clock frequency to 
16 Mhz, memory to 256 kbytes, ADC resolution to > 14 bits, 
decrease power consumption to three watts, and use more 
surface mount components. In addition for large systems, such 
as the SSC, the possibility exists to make hybrid cquivalcnts of 
the board for incrcascd reliability and smaller size. While the 
ILC meets more than 95% of our device control rcquircmcnts, 
we still allow connection to PC-s. Multibus 1 (or Multtbus II), or . 
VME systems for special requirements. However WC feel that a 
serially connected, low power controller, such as the ILC, is 
superior both in long term system cost, ease of maintenance, 
flexibility and reliability than currently available bus based 
systems. Furthermore development costs can be easily amortized 
(less than 15% of the cost of an ILC) for medium to large 
systems where volume reduction (in excess of a few hundred) 
allows the economies o scale to come into effect. ? 

Figure 4. ILC with ICE, front panel and shielded cover 

The Collector Micro Module (CMM) 

The ILC-s are conncctcd via serial multi-drop links (each link 
will have no more than 20 ILC-s), using an SDLC/HDLC 
master-slave protocol. Within the racks (i.e. for short distances) 
twisted pair wiring (for rugged handling) is used via an RS-48.5 
electrical standard; but for the long haul to the control room and 
connection to the CMM fiber opttcs is used. A dual wavelength 
fiber-optic module (Fig. 5) allows transmission and reception 
over a sinele cable. thereby requiring only a single fiber per link. 
The CMG can handle up-to about-120 links, ;sing con~mcrcial 
Multibus I CPU-s and a custom built SBX inlcrfacc module (Fin 

. ‘b 

6). The SBX interface module will contain four of the same 
SOC152 chips as in the ILC; two modules arc rcquircd per 
Multibus board. (Incidentally since the same SBX module can bc 
used on an ILC, it could act as a mini CMM to other ILC-s, and 
they in turn could be mini CMM-s etc.) Each Multibus board 
can handle eight links, and since the 8OC1.52 has a built in CPU, 
it can do a great deal of the work dealing with the serial channel, 
unloading the processor (Intel 80386) of the Multibus board. 
This will allow each CMM board to run the eight links at the full 
bit rate of 2 Mbit/set continuously. The packets are kept short 
(maximum 100 bytes), for low latency, with a small overhead ( < 
20 % on the average), so the “net useful” data rate will be about 
1.6 Mbits/set. These two features and a short link start-up time 
will provide a fast and responsive network for the kind of 
messages a digital feedback system requires. 

Figure 5. Dual wavclcngth fiber-optic serial intcrfacc 

To handle the 120 links we may have up to 15 Multibus CPU-s 
operating in parallel, but since the data received from the serial 
link is placed directly into the on-board memory, the Multibus is 
onlv minimallv impacted. The CMM collects the data from the 
ILC-s and uis it mto sections of dual ported memory reserved 
for each I I! C’s database. The software in the CMM is quite 
simple (less than ten pages of PLM code) since its function is 
primarily to do I/O to database memory copying. However, we 
do allow special messages to be used for ILC to ILC 
communicatton or to signal interrupts to the CMM (or the 
DMM). 

Figure 6. Multibus I, II, PC-AT bus, and ILC with SBX module. 

The total database (i.e. the sum of all the ILC databases) is 
expcctcd to be about 5 Mbytes. Howcvcr since the part of the 
database that is fixed (names, conversion values, etc.) takes up 
tlic niajorily of memory, the total dynamically changing part is 
expected to be about 0.5 Mbytes. Since we will have at least GO 
links, each with a net useful throu 
(or 0.2 Mbytes/set.), the total I/ 8 

hput of approx. 1.6 Mbits/see 
bandwidth is on the order of 

10-12 Mbytcsjscc. Thcrcforc the dynamic part of the database 
can bc rcfrcshcd on the average about 15-20 per second 
Furthermore by restricting the number of ILC-s on a given link 
cvcn faster rcfrcsh rates can be supported for a few special 
devices. This would allow for digital feedback networks for some 
special beam position/orbit correction rcquircmcnts. When a 
Multibus II (MB 11) to MB II bus cxtcndcr becomes 
commercially available’ (or Futurebus to MB II) we would 
replace the CMM with a MB II based system; this would allow 
for even bigger databases and easier connection to other types of 
links. 

The Disnlav Micro Module (DMM) 

The DMM is a commercial (Intel System 520) MB II based 
system with multiple CPU-s (event#y 6 or more)! each sharing 
a single disk, and using RMX-286 , a fast real-time operating 
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system. Intel Corp. provides a MB II to Multibus I bus converter 
so the DMM can treat the CMM essentially as just a lar e block 

P . of memory where the database resides. We picked MB I for Its 

multiprocessing the DM& f . numerous features that rovide critical su port for the kind of 
requires MB I IS a synchronous bus 

(thereby providin 
t 

better noise immunity), requires built in self 
test for each C U, and has hardware supported messaPc 
processing. In addition, parity checking, &cogr$hic addrcssigg 
(this allows self configuration), and virtual interrupts arc 
provided. When combined with RMX-286, the system 520 
greatly facilitates the kind of multiprocessing we wish to do, by 
allowine all CPU-s to share a sinele disk and network interface. 
bootin[individual CPU-s and r&starting them separately, and 
eventually allowing dynamic distribution Gf tasks anh jobs among 
the CPU-s. A multi-windowed human interface is nrovided bv 
Intel for managing the multiple CPU-s. One can ihink of th& 
system as a “network in a box with an extremely high bandwidth 
(up to 40 MBytes/set.). 

Programming for the DMM is done on target; C, PLM, Pascal, 
Fortran are available as languages. A debugger as well as 
binders and builders are provided alon a with an interactive 
system configuration utility. Because RM -286 IS a full featured 
r&al time operatin system, the DMM will perform all time 
critical functions. Al. 1s Includes timer driven database service to 
the operator stations and beamline experimenters, and general 
functionality of a fast database server. While the Intel system 
520 is new, our previous experience with an earlier Multibus II 
based system as well as experience from the Superhilac Third 
Injector control system (including familiarity with languages and 
parallel processing architectures) [4],[SJ,[C,],[7],[8],[9] will allow IIS 

to use it for running a test stand (for the Linac part of the 
accelerator) as early as April of 1989 (only I.5 years into the 
project). 

Operation Station 

From each Multihus II CPU there is a connection, via the same 
type of serial link connecting ILC-s tu the CMM, (we use the 
same SBX module as in the CMM (Fig. 6)) to the operator 
station which is a high performance Personal Comnutcr (PC). 
The PC-s offload theBG;IM from having to carry OLIN the h;min 
interface aspects of the control system, by doing the color 
graphics, handling mouse input, knob input, etc. A custom knob 
panel has three knobs with 16 characters of LED display for 
identifying the device controlled. It is self contained, since it 
includes an Intel 8OC152 chip; all that is needed to run the panel 
is power and a twisted pair for the serial I/O (Fig. 7). 

Figure 7. Intelligent knob panel with LED-s. 

The DMM and the PC-s perform concurrent nrnccssinp (i.c. 
while the DMM is gathcrin’g data, the PC is displaying itj; ihis 
allows the DMM to do what it is best suited for. I.C. dealine with 
rapid access to the database and handling time Critical functions. 
This concurrency also allows us to do rcmotc instrumcntalion 
(oscilloscopes, etc.) [2] with fast operator response. Six operator 
stations make up a console; the plan is to have at least 2 
consoles. (i.e. twd DMM-s, and 12 Pe-s). The DMM-s and PC-s 
also have connections to an Ethernet (evcntuallv FDDII network 
to which file servers and program dcvclotmcnt PC-s and 
Workstations are attached. This network will bc the gntcway for 
experimenter access into the database. All requcsrs to change 
data will go through the DMM and will be password validated. 

The choice of a PC for the operator station has proved fortuitous 
in a number of areas. First, for our portable console WC can use 

a standard laptop/portable computer, and its human intcrfacc 
can look very much like an actual operator station (Fig. 8). This 
portable console can he used for iocal testing, d&u-g&g. and 
running an ILC or scvcral ILC-s residing on the same link. 
Second, this intcrfacc should hc familiar to the opcmtor and 
cvcn the casual user since a large number of pcoplc hnvc usccl 
PC-s in other parts of their jobs (word processing, spread sheets, 
CIC.). Third, WC can tnkc advantage of !hc y&alth of incxpcn$xf 
cnmmcrclal packag%s such as EX.$,$L , DBASE Iv , 
Micrografx Dcsigncr , MS Windows ,,,qt. that are avallahlc 
now, and will hccome available for OS/2 ’ shortly. We intend 
to use OS/2 with Presentation and LAN Manager as our final 
PC operating system and environment. 

Figure 8. Portable console and PC operator stalion. 

The user has a number of ways to intcrfacc to the control system. 
Ilc can write programs in C, Pascal, Fortran, and Basic 
(intcrprctcr and compiler) that can access the database via a set 
of stnndard proccdurc calls. This approach is well suited for 
algorithm development ?Qoth an ewricnccd or incxpcr&pced 
programmer. Codcvlew , Quick C , and Quick Basic arc 
avallahle as dcbuggcrs or interactive development tools. 

Figure 9. Typical operator display. 

Howcvcr, wc also wanlcd 10 allow dizpl:ly Ccncralion vi:] an 
ohjcct odcntcd approach either via ’ I:~~n&gcs (C + + or 
Obiective C) or rrranhicallv. For the latrcr we currcntlv use 
M&ografx I&zsig&r: as a iraphics editor (Fig. 9), to genera(c 
pictures and s~ymbols to which an 80 character descriptor can be 
attached. This descriptor is used to make connections to 
datnhasc values, list drivers, and other prc-canned routines (Fig. 
IO). This makes it possible to intcractivcly dcvclop list driven 
interfaces (WC wrote a “virtual terminal server” in the DMM). 
Using the same mechanism we are also able to draw pictures co 
which WC can connect spread-sheets (EXCETJ via the Dvnarnic 
Data Exchange proto& availahlc td MS Windows and OS/2 
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applications (Fig. 11). This means that one can attach numerical 
functions, conditions, etc., just by setting values or equations in a 
spread-sheet rather than having to write code, compile, link, and 
test it. This allows quick ex loration 
Designer can also import CA I!i 

of what-if scenarios. 
(such as Aulocad) (Fig. 10) 

generated pictures, making possible the USC by the control system 
of layouts gcncratcd by mechanical/electrical cnginccrs. As 
OS/2 takes off we expect additional tools to aid in object 
oriented, graphic based program development. Using all of the 
above mentioned tools operators can intcractivcly create 
individualized displays and interfaces for running the accelerator. 

Figure 10. Micrographix Designer and CAD drawing. 

Figure 11. EXCEL spread-sheet and CAD drawing. 

Manpower, Modeling. Cost and Schedule 

Staffing for the project consists of five pro rammers, one digital 
designer and a fabrication coordinator. & e receive additional 
support from accelerator physicists who are helping us with auto- 
tunmg, orbit correction algorithms, and operations scenarios. In 

articular a simplified version of the code [lOI dcvelopcd by H. 
!G ishimura to validate the lattice design is being adapted by him 
for actual operation of the accelerator. By using such a 
specialized code we hope to be able to run orbit correction at 
about a 1OHz rate. The total construction budget (over the 4.5 
year schedule) is $4.4 million. Approximately $1.4 million is for 
hardware (including the ILC-s) the remainder is for software 
(including physics support) and installation. The schedule calls 
for running of a Linac test stand by mid 1989, booster operation 
by 1991 and full operation in 1992. 

Conclusion 

The ALS control system is a vety high pcrformsncc (both in 
CPU and I/O bandwidth), technolorv driven control svstcm 
with an innovative architccturc. &e 11-C: and its ‘serial 
inlcrcc)nncction schcmc, could bccomc the prototype for an SSC 
type controller (a hybrid version of the 11-C is a possibility for 
further reduction in size and increase in reliability). 
Furthcrmorc, 111~ serial connection and the modular nnturc of 
the ILC makes the system easily maintainable by allowing simple 
diagnosis and replacement since live insertion is a possiblihty. 
The use of parallel processing (at all levels) of the architecture 
will guarantee a very responsive system. Since we depend on 
commercial buses in only a small fraction (CMM. DMM, PC-s) 
of the system, WC can easily adapt IO newer standards such as 
Futurcbus, EISA , etc. The choice of using commercial software 
and PC-s for front ends insures a friendly and flexible human 
interface, and is one of the factors that makes possible the low 
staffing for this control system. 
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